Summary statistics
and B provide summary statistics on some socio-demographic variables of our sample. 
Logistic regression models
Standard errors and hypothesis tests of linear probability models (LPM) are normally invalid, since LPMS' errors violate assumptions of normality and homoskedasticity [1] . For this reason, we also provide estimations from logistic regression models in Table C below. None of our trust questions (in the pooled sample and subsamples that received the normal or the probability question) display a statistically significant effect on cooperative behavior. We already discussed whether those effects are practically significant, which is not the case. In Table D , we additionally provide the coefficient estimates with confidence intervals that are based on the profiled log-likelihood function for the models in Table C . In all models, the 95% intervals cover the 0. Correlations Table E provides Spearman correlations across the variables of interest. The variable 'trust researchers' contains the trust values of all individuals in our sample in which we pool the subsample that answered the standard question and the subsample that answered the probability question. 
Note:
P-values and number of observations in parentheses; -= no overlap between observations for normal question and probability question; correlations estimated on the basis of the Hmisc R package. 
Trust and cooperation in sample subsets

Wording of survey questions
The table below outlines different coding decisions. Importantly, all coding is made transparent in the R Markdown file accompanying the study. 
Distribution of responses to different trust questions
